Wiki page creation fails : no rights to do it

Trying to create a new page with a quick edit module, it fails telling me I do not have the right to do it.

The problem seems to be related to the line 217 in tiki-editpage.php:

```php
if ($tiki_p_edit !== 'y' && (!empty($info) || empty($structure_info))) {
```

No error replacing with the line in the 12.0 version:

```php
if ($tiki_p_edit !== 'y' && !empty($info)) {
```

But I don't know yet if there are other implications, in structures for instance.
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Hi yvan

Sorry, i cannot seem to reproduce that in current Tiki 12.x SVN. There must be another setting i'm missing, could you set up an instance here on show.tiki.org so i can investigate further?

Line 217 of tiki-editpage.php starts off with "$tiki_p_edit !== 'y'" - i.e. the user does not have permission to globally edit a page and the addition of the check for $structure_info is because you can grant permission to edit structures (therefore add pages) without having global edit perms.

Hope that make sense - i think something else must be to blame.

jonny

p.s. quick_edit module was deprecated in favour of search many Tiki's ago, just unfortunately not deleted

Hi,

I set up an instance and created a snapshot after reproducing the same behaviour.

Hope that will help.

regards
Yvan
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